
“Tracey has an energy that is infectious and a determination that can not be
ignored. Her songs speak from the bottom of her soul and reflect the sound
and scenery of her West Australian roots with an elegance that is unique.”
Shaun Kirk - www.shaunkirk.com

“Tracey is best witnessed in concert. Her conscious decision to remain a solo act, 
has created a closeness between her and her audience. This connection, along 
with her sheer instinct for songwriting, is what makes Tracey Barnett one the most 
exciting modern blues artists in Australia.” - Firestarter FMD

“There’s something undeniably captivating about the music of Tracey Barnett.
Over the past number of years, the Bridgetown-based artist has crafted a
sound that feels simultaneously grounded and dynamic; it’s rooted in acoustic
sounds, but energetically, reaches into far wider territories.” Happy Mag -
https://happymag.t  v

"When I played a live gig with Tracey Barnett, I was blown away by her vocals
and songwriting! She's also an awesome guitar player" Bill Chambers -
www.billchambersmusic.com

“Her fluent guitar playing interspersed with the odd taste of the harmonica
and her beautiful melodic soulful voice was brilliantly uplifting. Tracey
managed to captivate the audience and there was not a single foot in the
house that wasn’t tapping to the earthy flowing rhythms.” Barry Benfell -
South West Blues Club

"Tucked away in Bridgetown is someone who could be best described as a
quiet achiever....Tracey Barnett has a shyness even on stage that belies her
immense talent" Ted Dana - Australian Music Network

"Tracey Barnett is a rare example of a young woman who can, single
handedly, walk onto any stage, grab the audience and take them on an
uplifting journey ..... this is original roots and blues at its best" Susan Clarke -
Dingo Beach Music

“With nothing more than her guitar, harmonica and pure ethereal voice ......
Tracey manages to entertain. If asked to describe Tracey’s voice I would liken
it to Emmy Lou Harris or Gillian Welch. A little bit of Blues, a little bit folky with
some gritty rock for good measure!” Barry Benfell - South West Blues Club
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